Top 3 Steam Generator Irons 2016 – 2017
Ironing – Love it or loth it, you can’t deny its importance. For most people, including myself, I see it
as chore and would love anything that would make this important, yet uninteresting task easier.
One of the things I dislike most about ironing is having to redo the same patches to remove creases
as well as the time it takes to complete. There are a million other things I would rather do than iron,
but the thought of wearing a jumper or shirt that was covered in creases is not something that I
want.
Fortunately, there is a solution; steam generator irons. These irons produce more steam, making
ironing your laundry easier, quicker and more efficient. Steam generator irons as you might expect
are more expensive, with some models priced at £250; but they are designed to make your ironing
experience less off a hassle, so if you have the money, and hate the burden and stress of ironing,
then a steam generator iron is just for you.

If you are someone that wants a better way of speeding up your ironing time, then take a look at the
top 3 Steam Generator Irons from 2016 – 2017.
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Number 1. Tefal Gv8461 Pro Express Autoclean High Pressure Steam Generator
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Tefal are well-known brand in the UK when it comes to home appliances, so your trust in them
should be well assured.
With the Gv8461 Pro Express Autoclean, you aren’t just a buying a device that irons your clothes,
you are getting a contraption that will remove any hassle and worry from ironing. Here are some its
features:






This iron features a 6 bar pressure which allows for 120g a minute of constant steam, plus
extra shots of steam, all thanks to the Turbo steam function.
With the intention to reduce time spent ironing, this model has a boiler built-in than
generates high pressure steam that penetrates fabrics.
Tefal have also designed a method of removing limescale build-in in your iron; which is ideal
for those that live in hard water areas, such as Oxfordshire and London. By preventing the
build-up of limescale, you should get longer lasting steam functionality.
The soleplate has an auto clean feature that ensures long-lasting performance by preventing
any build-up of dirt and grime, resulting in effortless ironing and no risk of stained clothing.

As well as giving you optimal cleaning results, the Tefal 6V8461 also has the ability to:


Turn itself off after 10 minutes of inactivity – saving energy and a preventing a potential
hazard. The device is also easy to store, despite its size; it comes with a handy cord that can
rewind automatically when you are finished.



Not only that, but the iron locks securely onto the base, meaning that you can transport it
without doing any harm to you or the iron. Also, another great feature is that you can refill
as you go without having to turn off the steam generator – pretty handy.

Summary
Features: 6 bar pressure – Limescale remover – Auto Power-off
Pricing: High End

Philips GC7619/20
Philips are a brand with 75 years of expertise in ironing technology, so I think it’s fair to say that they
know how to make a good iron…
The company have created a range of irons using their OptimalTemp technology that allows the
combination of steam and temperature without risk of burning your laundry by setting the correct
temperature automatically. Here are some its features:
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This iron is as twice as fast as a standard steam iron in removing creases with its 5 bar steam
pressure system. It also allows you to iron multiple garments at a time with its powerful technology
– meaning you can glide through your laundry in time at all. The soleplate is designed to make
ironing seamless as well as being scratch resistant.

Unlike some irons on the market, this has been approved by experts and has been awarded the Gold
Woolmark Apparel Care label as well as a 5 star recommended review from I.W.TO.

What is also good about this is that it is small in size, and looks fairly compact compared to other
steam generator irons. It also has a whopping 1.5 litre water tank as well as offering a fast quick start
time for your iron, so more waiting around for it to start up.
It also deals with limescale too. It uses Pure Steam Cartridge Filters that prevent staining, however,
they will need replacing once they are full.

Summary
Features: 5 bar pressure – Anti-Limescale Cartridges – OptimalTemp Technology
Pricing: High End

Morphy Richards Power Steam Elite 42223
Available in either a 1.7 or 2 litre water tank model; this steam generator iron from Morphy Richards
comes in purple and provides 180g of instant steam and 4.5 bar pressure scale. The soleplate is
made from a superior ceramic material, giving it a pristine finish. Here are some its features:

It is designed to make ironing seamless and effortless and allows also for vertical steaming too.
If the device has not been used within a ten minute time period, then the fail-safe mechanism will
come into play and switch itself off – preventing any accidents from occurring and also saving you
energy.
Overall, this iron is very similar to the other two aforementioned steam generator irons, but with
less off the bells and whistles and power. It does however come at a friendlier price tag.

All of these irons will help make your laundry pile that little bit easier to manage with technology
that will help you glide through effortlessly and safely.
They all come with guarantees and warranties too, so check those out before you think about buying
one.
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Ultimately, it is up to what you want from your next iron. The more you spend the better quality the
iron will be, including the features available.

Summary
Features: 4.5 bar pressure – Large Water Tank – Auto Power-off
Pricing: Low End

Verdict
Tefal Gv8461 Pro Express Autoclean High Pressure Steam Generator is the number one choice. It has
loads of features that will make ironing less of a chore and more of a breeze including a 6 bar steam
pressure gauge and a limescale remover. With many top professional features, this steam generator
iron won’t let you down.

